In speech recognition, a discriminative quefrency weighting can be achieved by somewhat decorrelating the frequency sequence of log mel-scaled filter-bank energies with a computationally inexpensive filter. In this paper, we show how the spectral parameters that result from this kind of frequency filtering, both alone and combined with filtering of their time trajectories, are competitive with respect to the conventional cepstral representations of speech signals.
Introduction
An usual way to specnally represent a speech frame in speech recognition consists of computing -through the Dm-the mel-scaled log filter-bank energies (logFBE) On the other hand, by taking into account a particular frequency band, a time sequence of the logFBE of that band is obtained. Thus, we can consider a two-dimensional spectraltime sequence of log energies S(k,n) in which n denotes the frame index.
Given a DFT-based spectral estimator that obtains the FBEs (or given the other conventional alternative, the LFC estimator), there is a way of taking advantage of the usual pattern matching approaches for speech recognition, e.g. the hidden Markov model (HMM). It consists of carrying out a cepstral weighting (liftering) and/or using some kind of differential (delta) parameters instead of, or along with, the basic spectral parameters. Both operations account for the convenience of de-emphasizing slow changes in the frequency and the time sequences.
In recent papers (2-41, we interpreted both operations as filtering S(k,n) in the two dimensions in a separate way. The transformation of the sequence S(k,n) to cepstral coefficients was avoided by performing, for every speech frame, a filtering of that frequency sequence [3], which we hereafter will cdlfrequencyfiltrring to distinguish it from the time filtering involved in the computation of the differential parameters.
If the conventional me1:cepstrum coefficient (MCC) and linear prediction cepstral coefficient W C ) parameterizations are liftered before entering the classifier, two steps are needed for obtaining the final parameters from the logFBEs: 1) a transformation, that significantly decorrelates the sequence of parameters, and 2) a weighting of the cepstrai coeficients. As shown in 133, frequency filtering produces both effects in only one step and using an extremely simple filter. In this way, even better recognition results than using MCC and LPCC were observed in continous density HMM (CDHMM) .
In this paper, we present both time and frequency filters in a parallel way, within a 2-D fiormalism, as a further attempt to better understand why they are useful in speech recognition.
And some experimental teots that combine both filters in continous, semicontinous and discrete HMM are also reported.
Spectral-time representation of the speech signal
The filter-bank-based specad estimate, implemented with the DFT (or more efficiently with the FFT), is an excellent way to obtain a small set of parameters, the so-called filter- . Decorrelation is thus a desired property for the sets of spectral parameters due to the particular way they are used in our current recognition systems. And also because decorrelation may provide a less redundant representation. Nevertheless, what is really relevant to the own classificatlon process is the discrimination capacity of those parameters.
IfS(k,n) is considered a stationary process in n, its mean only depends on k In the following, we will assume that this mean equals zero in order to avoid distinction between variance and mean square magnitude. Actually, if the mean of S(k,n) is zero for all k and n, the mean of C(m.8) is also zero for all m and 8. Thus, the variance of
It is a known fact that T(m,8) decreases along the axis m 161 and also along the axis 8 [2] . Thus, the low quefrencies m and modulation frequencies 8 will generally dominate the probability or distance computations in the classifier. Therefore, we may ask whether this is the best we can do or a proper global weighting of C(m,8) could help to increase discrimination and therefore recognition performance. 
Weighting vs filtering
As the lowest QMF indices carry the slowest oscillations of the 2-D sequence S(k,n), they represent the spectral tilt (in k ) and the long-term changes (in n). However, the most discriminative information is located in the alternation of peaks and valleys in the spectral sequence and in the alternation of stationary and transitional portions of the time sequence. And both are represented by higher QMF.
Cepstral liftering (weighting on m) and differentia1
parameters (weighting on 8) have been the usual ways to compensate for the excessive weight of the lowest m and 0 terms in the probability computation. In fact, both relatively emphasize medium QMF.
Liftering, as it is employed in the LPCC representation, performs a son of inverse variance weighting of low quefrencies which mainly enhances the quefrencies between m=6 and m=8 [7] . Notice that these values correspond to oscillations of the spectral sequence that show from 3 to 4 peaks up to 4 KHz Thus, these quefrencies account for the fluctuations in the S(k) curve produced by the formant peaks and the between-fomant valleys.
Differential parameters result from filtering the 2-D sequence along the time dimension. As explained in [2] , when several of these parameters are used in speech recognition supplementing the basic spectral parameter, their modulation frequency bands are dismbuted along with that of the basic spectral parameter in the first interval of the 8 axis, in such a way that the composite spectrum is rather flat in that interval. Additionally, when only a filtered parameter is used, it has been shown for clean speech that a proper enhancement of the modulation frequency band around 3 Hz, the typical syllabe rate, may noticeably improve recognition performance [4] . This result suggests that the most relevant oscillation has one peak per syllable, which is quite sensible. That frequency filtering is the approach considered in [3], where the new parameter sequence obtained by using a simple filter of order one or two is shown even to outperform both the current mel-cepstrum and LPC-cepsr" coefficients for WHMM and for two different data bases. Actually, cepstral weighting has no effect on the recognition results of . . CDHMM with diagonal covariance matrix due to the intrinsic variance normalization of the Gaussian pdf, whereas
Thus, filtering in time n means weighting in its Fourier
However, a flat variance T(m, 8) may not be the most adequate .goal for recognition purposes. For example, when the frequency interval between bands or the time interval between frequency filtering i s able to produce a cepstral weighting in an implicit way.
As shown in Fig.1 Fig.1 ). Due to the advantages of frequency filtering. we propose to avoid cepstrum computation and to perform filteIing in both n and k. An opposite alternative has been reported in the literature [8, 9] . It uses as spectral representation the 2-D sequence C(m,i), where i is an index that results from discretizing the variable 8. Freq. band k
-0 ~iltering
weighring (q) I I I Fig. 1 Four alternative ways of implementing filtering and weighting.
Frequency and time filtering
Filtering is separately performed in the dimensions k and R. However, the effect of filtering in both dimensions is remarkedly sjmilar. In fact, we define both the frequency filter and the time filter as the combination of three operations: 1) removal (or high attenuation) of the average value; 2) approximate variance equalization in the transform domain (quefrency for R, or modulation frequency for n). with a firstorder high-pass FIR filter; and 3) smoothing with a low-pass filter that shapes the (equalized) band.
In the time domain, the three operations are achieved with the classical regression 01 Lagrange filter and also with the Slepian-equaliter filter proposed in [2]. The conventional cepstral (or logFBE) mean subtraction (CMS) also is a sort of filtering [4] , but it only carries out the fitst operation m order to cancel linear distortion.
In the frequency d o w n , we will use the most simple filter proposed in [3], i.e.
'
It consists of a subtraction of the two FBE of the bands adpent to the cment one. That extremely simple filter does not depend on the data base and it seems to yield results close to the optimum which is data base dependent. We will not take a large Q because otherwise rhe high qucfrencies should be de-emphasized and more parametas would be used. Conversely, in the 8 domain there exists alarge interval at high modulation frequtrncies that does not contain speech information.
Recognition experiments
The 2 -0 filtering approach has been tested with CDHMM (using Kl'K software), SCHMM and DHMM, and using various data bases.
CDHMM and clean digit data base
Firstly. training and te!;ting were canied out with the TI connected digit database. The experimental setup was already reported in [3] . As there, the new parameterization, that we will denote by FLFBE (filtered logFBE), is compared with the MCC representation but here time filtering is also included.
12 basic spectral parameters and no energy were employed. As mentioned before, ths frequency filter was z d , and the time fiiter consisted of &e same Slepian-equalizer filter used in [4] for LPCC representation. Fig.2 shows the string recognition percentages. Substitution means that only the filtered parameter is used (one feature), and supplementation means that both the non-filtered parameter and the fiitered one are used together (two features filter ( I -0 . 7~-~) ( 1 + 0 . 3~) .
That filter attenuates low and high quefrencies less than the above filter z-z~l=(l-z~l)(l+z) so that it has a response closer to that of the optimal equalizer obtained in [3] In the FLFBE test reported in Table 1 , the differential energy was not included. Using it, sentence recogmtion goes down to 81.1%. but it still is much better than the MCC score. Moreover, the performance also is much better than using Mered LPCC (76%).
DHMM and telephone digits
Other few tests were carried out with a small Spanish connected digit data base collected through the public switching telephone network. 1022 digit strings were used for training and 339 for testing. Again, Q=12 for FLFBE.
MCC used 12 liftered coefficients computed from 20 bands. The energy of each frame was also employed for both MCC and FLFBE, and each set of parameters was quantized with 6 4 codewords. The DHMM results using Euclidan distance are depicted in Fig.3 . In this case, there are small differences in performance between both representations, and a consistent behaviour that favours one of them is not observed.
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Concluding remarks
In our experiments, the W E technique has shown the capacity to achieve equal or better results than conventional cepstrum-based altematives as MCC and LPCC in a wide variety of conditions, both alone and combined with time filtering. Actually, when diagonal covariance matrices are used, it allows to include in the HMMs a quefrency weighting in order to enhance the most discriminative oscillations of the spectral envelope c w e .
